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The press conference was moderated by Marina Colombo (MGR International, one of the Belgian 
project Partners) while the panel included partners who represent all the implementation stages 
of the Art4ROM project:
• Ivan Ivanov | Executive Director @ European Roma Information Office (ERIO)
• Marianne Poncelet | Executive Vice-president @ International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation
• Lucia Hrubá | Project Manager @ ETP Slovakia (winner of the 2014 Gold Civil Society Prize of 

the European Economic and Social Committee)
• AndorTimar | President @ Mus-E Hungary 
• Pedro Casermeiro | Researcher and Trainer @ UNION ROMANI

The event was opened by the projection of the video “The magic box” 
starring the children involved in the piloting implemented by MUS-E 
Naples, Italy. The video was a tool to engage the audience directly 
showing one of the activities carried out during the project imple-
mentation. In the video children are collectively involved in the 
transmission of the Romani traditions through the narration of 
the a fairy tale on the violin myth.

The speakers explained the contribution of their organisations to 
the project,the methodology developed, the innovation represen-
ted by the project actions and underlined how the project contribu-
ted to their personal growth.

Marianne Poncelet (IYMF) introduced the Art4ROMproject, describing the 
educational objectives at the basis of the project by using the lyrical words of 
Lord Menhuin:

“It is Art, through play and achievement, that teaches the protected small child 
and surrounds him with its blessings. Art, with its dreams, its imagination, its phi-
losophy, that prepares the child to knowledge, before the child is exposed to the 
strict rigours of life.”

AndorTimar (Mus-E Hungary) talked about Mus –E Hungary experience in training the artists for 
the piloting in Hungary and the work carried out in Hungarian schools. He explained the criticali-
ties the project had to face in relation to the acceptance of the new contents proposed and how 
the project was later unanimously appreciated by the actors involved.

Lucia Hrubá (ETP Slovakia) presented the piloting experience performed by ETP in the in 5 com-
munity centres in Eastern Slovakia. Pedro Casermeiro (UNION ROMANI) guided the audience 
through the innovation introduced by Art4ROM towards Roma children in the education field. 
Ivan Ivanov (ERIO) underlined the need for advocating for Roma issues at both European and 
national level in order to fight for integration and against stereotypes.

The participation to the conference was heterogeneous with guests representing European and 
national institutions (European Commission, EESC, Permanent Representation of Slovakia to the 
EU, Italian Cultural Institute among others) and the level of audience engagement was remarka-
ble.
The Art4ROM partners have built a lasting network of relations, common experiences, shared 
knowledge. Such enriching experience will serve as the basis to the development of new poten-
tial projects and cooperation activities. 

Art4ROM Project: an indissoluble 
partnership towards innovation and 
inclusiveness in education

On November 26, 2014 Art4ROM partners gathered in Brussels to dis-
seminate the main results of the project. The final event was hosted by the 
PressClub Brussels Europe and attended by interested stakeholders and institutions’ representa-
tives. 

The past two years of the Art4ROM project primarily served to fostering intercultural dialogue 
and mutual understanding by using the innovative educational Art4ROM methodology. 
Partners have been enthusiastically cooperating towards the common objectives of Roma social 
inclusion and the fight against early school leaving. During the implementation period partners 
have contributed in various manners to the development of educational tools targeting education 
professionals such as:

• Lesson plans
• Good practices
• A Repository (collection of documents relating to already implemented projects and aca-

demic literature)
• Phraseology for children -containing main sentences and words which may be used for 

activities involving children who do not master the official language of the country where 
they study. The phraseology has been developed in the languages of the project (Italian, 

Spanish, French, Romani, Slovak, Hungarian, English and Catalan)
• A background report highlight the basis of the Art4ROM me-

thodology
• The Art4ROM methodology.

Most of these outcomes are now available on the Art4ROM 
website, check out the Resources section!
The press conference and closing event represen-
ted the arrival point of a two-years solid and fruit-
ful cooperation. Partners are striving to disseminate 
the project results. Indeed, the efforts made by civil 

society organisations cannot be enough to guarantee 
all citizens to benefit from quality education and social 

inclusion. We need the active commitment and engage-
ment of national institutions. School programmes need to 

take into account the vulnerability of certain social and ethnic 
groups to guarantee inclusiveness and equality for all.


